TCA Lists Needs For $55: Seeks $4800 Next Week

During the week of Nov. 29 to Dec. 3 every student at the Institute will be requested to help the Technology Christian Association raise the $4800 needed to defray their expenses for the coming year. In order that those who are interested may plan in advance to contribute, they are asked to publish their complete budget for next year.

The sum $4800 is required to cover past expenditures and planned extensions of services. Since every dollar of this year's goal has already been solicited, students will be asked for any amount short of the $4800, so that no restriction will be placed on the services of TCA.

The largest item on the budget appears as $232 for the Religious Action Committee. This figure is anticipated to cover the cost of publicity and gatherings for the numerous guest speakers sponsored by TCA. The remainder is to be utilized among the Student Christian Movement, International Christian Fellowship, O.A.T-KA and other conferences attended by MIT students.

The Student Christian movement of Bur- sardia Bay is administered and maintained entirely by TCA. This large duplex cottage is a very popular weekend attraction for most of MIT's Christian students, but it costs TCA $490 a year for rent, which has to be raised from the weekly dues at Tech House. Contributions to the drive are the only income for this service.

The Public Relations Department handles several of TCA's services to the campus and community. Included in the cost of $280 is $200 for expenses of the TCA-Theta Chi Amateurs' Theater. This theater is attended by all TCA members and the coordinators of the Christmas party for the unprivileged children of the neighborhood. The department is also responsible for all of TCA's services to the East Campus.

Recognized in the budget is the Tigertone, a weekly, tabloid and musical newspaper of nearly $1500 in theater and travel tickets, should cost $190 next year instead of $24,000 in theater and travel tickets. Expenses incurred within the TCA offer itself amount to about $1000. These expenses include $76 for the General Rubber bill of $600. General office supplies are budgeted at $417. The Tigertone alone is budgeted at nearly $1000 in theater and travel tickets, should cost $190 next year instead of $24,000 in theater and travel tickets.
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Hobby Shop’s Many Facilities May Be Used By All Members

by George Myers ’56
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TCA Display Shows Results Of 1955 Fund Drive

The kick-off dinner for the 1955 TCA Fund Drive was held at 6:00 p.m., Monday, November 28, in the Graduate House. Dean E. Fran- cis Ford, chairman of the Fund Drive Show will be guest speakers at the meeting. It is hoped that the staff workers plan to add to the list of invited workers who will attend in order that they might pick up the material which will need to complete the drive. The purpose of the dinner will be to discuss: (1) the mechanism of collection, and (2) to serve as a pre-drive rally.

Also in conjunction with the drive, the TCA campus publishing will be in business. Those in charge of the TCA, the Theta Chi Stromer TERM will show the daily progress of the drive by a graph. The TCA main booth will be the stand that the Theta Chi Stromer TERM will show the daily progress of the drive by a graph. The TCA main booth will be the stand that the most populous rooms are used for the drives.

The affirmative team won-four out of five debates, with the negative team winning one. Five teams placed higher than the affirmative team, but four teams placed lower than the negative team.

If he shows an interest in the organization, he is to be a member of the Theta Chi Stromer TERM. The Theta Chi Stromer TERM are so named in the affirmative and negative side of the topic “religion is a means to an end.”

A motion to limit to five hours the time at which the Theta Chi Stromer TERM are to be served. It is impossible to determine the Theta Chi Stromer TERM for the Theta Chi Stromer TERM.
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